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Abstract
Medium-scale indentation tellU, such as Pond Inlet (984) and Hobson's Choice
Ice Island (1989,1990), have sbown that during rll.J:I.id crushing events the failure
zone can be cbara ct.erized by distin ct sub-rezions. The behaviour or t1H~ da.rnagl'll
ice and crushed rnaterill.1 louted at hard spots or 'critical eoncs' or moucrate to
~~gc~u~i:nn:i= fo~s:~dl:;a,.1~tkt;~:~~~~vents is seen as Hi(: kef to d)"lIamic
;;~h~q~~~~~~~:::e~r;~I~~J:~~I~~, i:;:~~~t}~:s~~~ti:rf1ic~L~~bj~~li~~I )I~;~I~~;~
stat ic confinement was conducted. The main objective of the test program WlUI
to better understand the creep behaviour of damagt"d ice generated a t the ccute ct
zone during ice-stru cture interactions. A series of ccmpressive st ress pulses, which
~~1e~c~~~i~~ :;~:u~~,2~~ ~t'I~e;:da~gl~t~ +n~:CJa~~~~~~~~:Il~e~o'~~~II;
un iform for all t~t. which was developed by loading the ice sample at a constl\/lt
displacement rat e of 10- 4 I - I to 2% axial st rain.
Alt hough the elastic response r u ma rginally influenced by the pre-damaging Jl<'ll. ,
the magnitude and rate of ut.Cp strain wu significantly enhanced indcIK"ndclIlly
of the hydrostat ic pressure. Also, t he creep deformAtion wu non-linear with I\p.
plied deviatoric .tress ud exhibited a.tendency (or viKou' prccesaea to dominate at
higher load levels. Oneo(the key finding, wu the magnit ude of lateral slrain, hence
volumetric deformat ion, and .hear st rain developed independently of the confining
pressures investigated. Th e eoneiderable enhancement and non-lineari ty of creep
st r&inevident in the experimental progr&mhas si!n ifiant implications when eon-
sidering full-scale event•. Furthermore, the findings point to posslble simplification.
to ice-load models and constitutive relationship' that may be utilized in eontl nuum
a.nalysis of lee-structu re interact ion.
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Chapter 1
Ice-Structure Int eraction:
Rationale for Ice Mechanics
Research
The majority of Canada 's offshor:'lnatu ral resources, such as mineral deposits and
hydrocarbon reserves, are situated on the contine ntal margin s. Exploration and
recovery of these reecurcea, in Arctic and sub-Arctic waters, presents a fonnideblc
challenge to the engineering and scient ific disciplines. One of the most important
factors to consider in design is th e magnitu de of ice pressure exerted on offshore
st ructures and vessels. Est imating reliable design icc loads is csscnlial to ensure
struct ural integrity and economy of design.
The development of interaction mo dels based on how icc deforms and ultimate ly
Cails appears to be a relat ively str aightforward engineering design problem. flow-
ever, put investigations ha ve show n that average global ice pressures range from
10 MPa in smell-scale labo ratory tests to 0.5 MPa for impacts of multi·year sea
ice with arti ficial islands, Th is pronounced variation between measured index me-
chanical properties and full-scale ice behaviour is known as the scale effect. The
phenomenon has been generally associat ed with non-simulta neous, britt le failure
and stalistical distribut ion of Raw size; see for example Iyer (1989) or Sanderson
(1988). Consequently, prediction of ice forces is typically empirical in natur e and
based. on extrapolation of data by considering the contact area or aspect ra tio (Fig-
ure 1.1). Moreover, icc-stru ctur e interaction events arc complex and depend upon
many factors, such as inherent material and mechanical properties of ice, degree of
confinement, structural compliance and contact geometry. Also, recent lab oratory
and field investig...tiona have indicated that friction or pressure melting and sintering
are act ive mechanisms. Although the crushing mode of failure is generally observed
during interaction events, the process can be compounded by mixed-mode deforma-
tion (l.c. crushing coupled with splitt ing, out of plane flexure, spalling, or buckling).
Typically during crushing events, regions or damaged and crushed ice are generated
at the contact zone and discrete particles are ejected.at the free surface.
Experience with small-scale indentation tests [Kry, 1978), lighthouses (Multa nen,
1977) and Cook Inlet platforms (Blenkarn, 1970) revealed that during a predomi-
nantly crushing mode of failure, there was a cyclical variation in the load accompa-
nied by structural vibratio ns. Although recognizing the significance of ice-induced
vibrations , put design philosophy considered that cnly narrow, flexible stru ctures
would be susceptible. In the winter of 1986, however, the Beaufort Sea str ucture
Molikpaqexperienced severe vibrations due to the repeated crushing failure of a
multi-year ice 80c which produced an eight metre high pile of pulverized ice adja-
cent to the structure (Jefferies and Wright , 1988). A prominent feature of th e
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interaction wu a , luu e-lod; phenomenon which enhanced the peak ice 1o&ds and
increased the amplitude of vibration.
In an effort to unden tand the scale effect and dynamics of the ice crushi nr;crushing
process, & number of medium-laic indentation test., such u Pond Inlet (Johnson
and Benoit , 1987) and Hobson's Choice Ice bland (Frederking et al., 1990) have been
jointly undert aken by government, industry and university research esteblishmenta.
Typical average global pressures exerted were on the order of 3-5 MPa , whereas local
peak pressures att ained magnitudes of 60 MPa or more which had a characteristically
varied spatia l and temporal dist ribution accompanied with steep pressu re gradients.
Clearly, the designof offshore . tructures to resist iceforces is a demanding tuk which
must consider average r;lobat pressures (foundat ion, . tability), magnitudes and dis-
tri butions of peak Joca1 pressures (framing members, plates) and dynamic vibra tion.
(working condit;ooll, structural integri ty) . The complexity of ice-structure interac-
t ions has hindered the development of any rigorous method for the calculation of
design ice forces. Although there are many empirically based methods oriented
toward determinist ic or probabilistic design loads, the difficulty lies within the de-
velopment of a I.implified' ice load model based on index mechanical properties and
field data which eccuretely predicts full-scale behaviour Cora number of scenarios.
Consequently, in the development of const itutive laws and failure criteria for ice,
numerical techniquel , .umas the finite element method (FEM) appear to be most
promising. However, &Dy analytical or numerical model is dependent on the quality
of input param eten and basic unders tan ding oCice mechanics. Only by invest igating
th e underlyin~ f&i lure mechanismsinvolved can onedevelopa.morerealis ticapp rou h
in iccmechania to analyse interactio n events and establish a founda t ion upon which
accurate and reliabl e ice load, can be determined.
T he focus of this thCJis is to investi gate the inOuence of microcracks on the erccp
de formation of ~ranular, freshwater ice subject 10t riaxial compressive stress stale.,
Th e experimental program "iIMto 'simula te' the behaviour of the hi ghly damageu
crus hed mate rial, 6ubject to volumet ric and devlucrlc stress sta tes, w hichis c reated
at the contact surface during ice-s t ructure inleractions. Using this approach, the
ultimate goal is th e development of a Tcalisti c ice load model to aid in thedesign of
offshore structures. The scope bf th e work presented herein may be summarized u
follows:
1. Literature rev iewof the damage process in ice witb spec ificreference to lebe-
ra.tory and field dat a concerning compres!livefai lure.
2. Description of the test program including laboralory appa.l'atul and exp eri-
mental procedure,
3. Analysis and discussion of the test da ta .
4, Crit ical essesement of the major findings And recommen dations i'or futu re rc-
seare h .
Chapter 2
Deformational Behaviour of Ice
Recent in veltigl.tion. have sbown t barthe dynamiCl associated with ice-st ructure
interact ion events an be, in part, related. to the physical att ributes of the ecn-
tact zone. The proceu whereby &D intac t ice feature progress ively dam&&ClII and
cr ushed m.ateria! is lubsequentIy extru ded .....ith continued deformation is rresently
th e subject of considerable interest .
Th e sca le ell'ect necessitata the combinati on of full-scale observat ions, field mea-
surements and controlled laborato ry expe riments whereby key param eters for the
development.of an ice-load model can be characterized.
2.1 Continuum Viscoelas ti c R esponse
Unlike most engineering material s, ice naturally exists at high homologous tempera -
t ures, typically 2:: 0.85 T..., where T", is th em clting point in degrees Kelvin. Similar
to metal s, concrete and rock at high temperat ures, icc will creep when subjected to
any sl ress other thMl a purely hydrosta tic stress stale. Thi s is evident in the now
of glaciers, where th e strains exper ienced at t he hue, subject to enormous confin-
ing pressures, has essentially the same deformational response wben icc is loaded
un der uniaxia l conditions . Alt hough creep is generall y associat ed with a continuum
process , at higher loading rates it is significantly influenced by the prese nce of creeks.
Long-term creep is developed through th ree stages of varying st rain-rales; an initial
tran sient creep rate , secondary steady -state phase and, finally, an increasing creep
rat e (Figur e 2.1). There is some debate as to whethe r the secondary or minimum
creep rate is a lundament al material property or merely marks the tran sit ion from
the pr imary to tertiary stages - see lor example Sinha (1990&). Th e ter tiar y stage
is olt en associated with microcracking and large str ains, which results in accelera ted
deformation rates and possible failure (Gold , 1972). Thi s haa also been evident in
the time-dependent deforma tion 01brittle rock (Costin , 1985). However, Sande rson
(1988) points out that dy namic recryst allizat ion CAll also initiate tcrtiuy creep.
Thus it is diflkult to differentiate between the int rinsic deformat ional respon se and
that du e to damage.
Straia
Thne
Figure 2.1: Long-Term Creep Cor Polycrysta.Uine Granular Ice Marking the Thr ee
Stagcs, Primary I, Secondary II and Tert iary III.
The time-depen dent deCorm&tioDalbeha viour oCice under load, modeled as a linear
viscoewtic solid under .. uniaxial stress It.tC, can be expressed &3,
t(f) =[ D(e- 1')~dT', (2.1)
where 0 $ T $ l end D(t -T) is the ereep comp1i&Jlce (rat io oCela ) when a constant
st ress is app lied at time l = O. Mechanical models aimulating the viscoelast ic
be haviour of materia ls typically employ the combina.tion of Ipring (Hookean) and
da.shpot (New tonian ) elemenh ; see Figure 2.2.
~~J-4JQ-~
I M ax well ·1 Kelvin I
Figure 2.2: Generalized Viscoelastic Model. The First Two Elements, a. Single
Spring and Deshpot, Comprise t he Maxwell 80dy and the Sequence of Pa rallel
Element! Correspo nd to Kelvin Units.
The creep complia nce for the rheological model shown in Figure 2.2 is given hy
(Fhigge , 1967),
1 "1 [ (-E. )]' - TD(t -r):::: -+ E - l - ezp - (I - r ) +- .
Em i . I E. 'I I< '1...
where E is the elas tic modu lus,
,., is th e viscosity and
i is the inverse reta rdation t ime.
(2 .2)
Jordaan et al. (1990a) and Senapery (1991) point ou t that for the series of Kelvin
units a spectrum of retard ation times with d. distribu t ion function il required . How-
ever, in practice, t he determinatio n of such a formulation proVf'.lI to be difficult and
one resorts to approxim ate methods - see Jordaan a nd McKenna (1988).
During conti nuous ice crushing and clearing events the force-t ime history is dyna mic
in nature (l-tiO Hz) and the time of loadin g can be considered rapid. The creep
10
response ca n be thus generalized by considering the pri mary and secondary terms
and the lot a l deformat ion expressed 83,
(2.3)
where e, is t he elastic st rain ,
(~ is t he delayed elastic st rain and
c. is t he viscous flow,
Delayed elast ici ty (t ransient or primary creep) is a recoverable strain process whereby
grain boundary sliding occurs, t hrough diffusional flow, due to t he shear st resses
generated bet ween grains. Viscous dow (power-law or secondary creep), howeve r,
is non-recovera ble deformat ion as a result of int rag ranular dislocation movements.
The reader is referred to Hobbs (1974) and Sinha (1978) for furthe r discussion on
the physics of creep in ice.
On discussing the creep process ill ice, the approach. t aken in this thesis is to de-
scribe the non linear viscoelastic behaviour by a {our-clement Burgers model (Figure
2.3). The absence of a Kelvin series, to describe the the non-linear deformational
character istics otice, pr ecludes simple clcsed-fcrm solutio ns using linear viscoelastic
theory based on the basic Burgers model. Conseq uently, Jordaan and McKenna
(1988)and Szyukowski and Glockner (1985)pr opose tbat the viscosities be consid-
ered st ress-dependent,
II
Figure 2.3: Four Element Rheological Model for Polycry sull ine Icc. The Burg..-,!
Model is .. Comb ina tion of a Kelvin Unit, which Cc r rcepcnde to Delayed EIMtic
Strain, end a Muwell Body, which Represents Elastic Dd ormdion and Vi~co ll ~
Flow.
There arc many phenomenological and constit uti ve modele proposed for tile cree p
behaviour of icc; see (Of example, Ashby and Duval (1985) and Duval ct 1.1. (199 1).
Althoug h there is xeneu. l ilgrecment on the form of .. secondar y creep cxpl'Cl'sion
(i.e. power law) , tbe t ime-dependent deformation is less well charact erized. This is
a consequence of the early work on creep of icc which concent rated d Ta ft! on th e
long te rm flow oC glad en . T he basic relat ionsh ip more commonly adopt ed , as ill
this thesis, for creep compliance is that due to Sinh.. (1978).
where (T is t be applied. stres. at time f =O. E is the bulk elastic modulus , CI i.l
a const ant for a Kiven eeierence grain size (dl ) , d is th e ice grain size, 0 T is t he
inverse relaxa tion rate , ic is t he reference visco us strain-tale at fT. and &, -', and 11
are constants.
The semi -empirical equation is valid Cot isotropic polyctys ~alline ice in which th e
micr{., .~ructure h... Dot deteriora ted due to th e pretence or void. OJ {JactUJtI , A.
will be discussed in more detail later, the creep response is lignifie.l ntly influenced
by mlcrccr ecki, J.
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2.2 The Progressive Damage Process in Ice
Damage conno tes a.cban ge in st ructural integrity which results in the weakening of a
mate rial byred ucing t he effective modulus or sti ffness. There are many microstruc -
tural characleris tia which can be att ributed to damage; these include, nucleation
and growth of cavities which cause grain boundary emb ritt lement, the creation of
fracture surfaces , and even the presence of voids, solid inclusions or pre-existing
defects , such as brine pock ets an d draina ge ehannels. For the pur poses of this inves-
tigat ion, the damage process usodated with microcracks if of primary importance
and a descript ion based. on laboratory and field exp erience will be presented.
2.2.1 Mi crocrack Evolution Under Compressive Stress States
Ice is a unique material, in that it can be have as a viscoelastic solid and yet exhibi t
extre me bri tt1enCl~ und er high loading or defor mat ion eetee. The propensity for
£ract urin& can be appreciated by the low values of fracture to ughness (150-200
kPa·ml /2) and strai n energy release ra te (0.5-2 .0 J ·m2·s- I ) , which is of t he same
order a.sglass. The sp litting of ice floes several kilometres in dimension markedly
illustrates the bri ttl e beh aviour oCice (Figure2 .4) . Althou gh this describes a scenario
different from t ha t of a pr ogressive damaging proces s under compressivestress states,
it nevertheless demonstrates the extent to which fracturing may ta ke place.
dece ntly, there has been significant resear ch effor t conducted on the characterization
of events leadi ng up to initial creel: Cormation an d the su bsequent damage process
in ice. These investiga tions include Cole (1985, 1991), HaJlam (1987) an d Sinha
13
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(1984,1990b). The compressive fracture process can be essentially divided into two
distinct events: crack nucleation and crack coalescence. Unlike deformation under
tensile stresses where a single crack dominates sudden Cailure, an array of stable
microcracks is formed under compression and the nucleation is considered to be,
at least initially, independent of neighbour ing events. Generally speaking, for high
deformat ion rates (i :::: 10- 4 9- 1), the initial cracks form at approximately 0.05%
strain which corresponds to stress initiation levels on the order of 2 MPa. (Cole,
1991). The cracks grow rapidly relative to the loading rate and show no tendency
to propagate after formation (Hawkes and Mellor, 1972). Thus their evolution can
be considered Insrentanecue growth to full size which is on the order of a grain
facet. Kalifa et 11. (1990) studied crack nucleation through video recording and
determined that the nucleation of a crack occurs within 0.07-0 .14 seconds. Also,
a number oC investigations on polycrystalline freshwater ice have shown that the
cracks developed are predominantly aligned parallel with the principal compressive
srross axis and randomly oriented in a plane perpendicular to the stress axis; see
for examp le KaliCaet al. (1989) or Cole (1991). Interestingl y, Jordaan and Time-
(HI88) showed that , du ring small-scale indentation tests , cracks oriented paralle l
to the loading direction were generated along lines of maximum shear . Continued
deformation causes the crack density to increase whereby interaction or coalescence
occurs and possibly cl.'1minating in abrupt failure. Although the characte rization
orthe microcracking process in ice is well understood , there is still debate on the
physical mechanism(s) responsible for the generat ion of cracks.
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Gold (1972) was the firat to conduct a comprehensive experimental st udy on the
{aJiuIe process in ice wher e an analysis on the dependence of microcracking acti vity
wit h stress, str ain and time was presented. It was observed that the cracking acti vity
cons isted of two indep endent d istrib utio ns: one population of cracks was a function
of the strain level and the other independent of slrain. The {ormer was considered
to be associated with a dislocation pileup mechanism, based on the Smith-Barnby
model, due to a resolved shear stress on the slip plane, and the latter was related to
the inhomogeneous cry sta lline structure.
Sinha (1984) proposed that a critical grain boundary slid ing displacement was re-
spo nsible for the onset of cracking activit y. Analysis on hund reds of grain s showed
tha t dislocation glide did not playa role in t he formation of microcracks. Fur-
thermore, it was stated tha t the contribu tion of delayed elastic and viscous creep
components indicated tha t the fracture process was not truly brittle. However, thi s
could also be attributed to the relatively low strain ratcs employed in the expert-
menta (:=::: 10- 6 to 10- 40s- l) since there was a sharp decrease in stra in to first cracks
over a narrow range of increasing stress. Thi s is also supported by observat ions made
by Gold (1972) and Kama et a1. (1989), where at higher loading and deformation
rates, the crack s were predom inantly generat ed at grain boundaries. Obviously,
since ice is a viscoelast ic solid, the influence o f the creep components on fracture
events is significantly dependent on time or rat e processes.
The increasing fractio n of inte rgranu lar cracks at hi.~ber deformation rates w&sease-
ciatcd with th e anistropy of elastic material properties for neighbou ring ice crysta ls
within the solid matrix , that is, random orientation of the c-axis (Cole, 1988; Sunder
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and Wu, 1990). When a remote st ress is applied , nonuniform strain en ergies develop
d ue to the incompatibilty associated with neighbouring grains which leads to stress
concent rations and the {ormation of cracks. Unfortunately, locat ion does not neces-
sad ly dictate the mechanism for crack nucleation since dislocation glide will produce
both inte r- and int ragran ular fract ures . Also, similar grain size dependencies make
it difficult to determine the source of the microcracking events (Cole, 1988 ).
With increasing deformation, cracks may begin to interact or coalesce at higher
strains, but Cole (1991) did not observe growth of pre-existing crades past the
peak strength. However, experience with other brittle materials, such as ceramics,
concrete, PMMA, and rocks, there has been observed growth of wing cracks - see (or
exam ple Ashby and Hallam (1986), Cannon et al. (1990), Horii and Nemat-Nasser
(i.985) . Wing cracks are out of pla ne extensions of pre-existing cracks inclined to
t he maj or compressive stress axis (Figure 2.5). A ten sile etreee zone develops at the
tip of th e fracture surface due to resolved shea r stress and tbe crack is reoriented
in the dir ection of the major st ress axis. Further increase in st rain energy causes
t he crack growth which could possibly propa gate through tb e sam ple ends causing
failure.
From & scientific viewpoint , t he unders tanding of physical mecheursms r esponsible
for cracks nucleation is important; however, for enginee ring purposes only the end
effect on material behaviour is critical. A parallel can be drawm to pl esticity t heory
whcre only tbe effects of dislocat ion movements Are accounted for in the analys is.
In any event , it would be pr actically impossible to follow the myriad of microcracks
which are generated during the progressive damagi ng process in ice. Th e key devel-
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opment is the structural deterior ation due to a. network of cracks which reduces the
effect ive modulus of the mater ial resulting in a loss of deformationa l resistance.
p
Tensile Zones Form at
Crack Tip Du e t o Shea r StlIC;;:\
p
Figure 2.5: Schematic D1ustrat ion of Wing Crack Development in a Solid .
2.2.2 Macromechanics of the Ice Crushing P roc ess
Pr esent knowledge of the mechanica l beha viour of ice has been founded on field
measureme nts , contro lled laboratory tests, as well as, pMt design experience . With
the developme nt or Arctic oil fields, early ice mechanics resea rch (1960-70's) con-
cent rated on peak forces an d found not only considerable scatter in the data but
also that ice st rength was dependent upon a number of parame ters. Indeed, Brown
(1926) was one of the first to recognize this : ..... the term compress ion or crush-
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lng st rength of ice is meaningless in-itself. The behaviour of ice in compression
is different at the same rates 01loading at different temperatu res and at different
rates of loading at the same temperature. The t ime lactor is the all important
quantity." Brown's insight on the deformational response of ice is shown clearly in
Figure 2.6. Dependin g mainly on confinement and deformation rate, ice can behave
as a nominally ductile creeping solid or an ext remely brittle mate rial.
C rus hin g St re ngt h
(MPa)
101
10·
10 ' ....L."T""---.....---r---"T""---.....-=:~
10. 2
St rai n Ra te
Figure 2.6: Logaritbmic Plot of the Variation in Uniaxial Crushing Streng th of Ice
with Increasing Strai n Rate.
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For increMingstrai n-rates there exists a correspon ding trend {or higher peak strengths.
with a. ma ximum occurring around i ::: 10- 3 , - 1. T his region has been term ed the
ductile-bri tt le trans it ion zone and is of particular engineering impor tance since the
crushing strength is a maximum. The t ransition is related to a change in the ob-
served deformatio nal behaviour which can be mainly att ributed to microcracklng
activity. This phenomenon is schematically illustrated in the generalized stress-
strain curv es Corice as shown in Figure 2.7.
Axial Stres s
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Figur e 2.7: Schemat ic Illustration of the Stre ss-S train Behaviour and Failure ModC8
for Ice under Uniaxial Compression .with Increasing St ra.in Rates.
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For the lower deforma tioD rat ts ( ~ 10- 8 ,-1) the behaviour is nominally ductile
and continuum creep response is observed. As the strain-rate approa.ches the brit-
lie regime, ~ 10-3 ,-1for uni&Xial cond it ions, th e propensity to Iorm microcr acks
incre ases. Alth ough peAk str ess is attai ned at. relatively low strain level {ee O.OO2),
there is " considerable degree of damage due to the preseence of microcra.cks; th is
has been abo observed by Cole (1991). Gold (1972) reported that when a rapid an d
extensive network of cracks developed , th is caused <tostructural instability whereby
the specimen loses resist ance to deformat ion an d creep is accelerated from t he pri-
mary stage directly to tertiary behaviour. it should be noted that the t ransilion
strain-ratc and degree of microcracking activity are dependent upon the same pa·
remetera. For example, Janel (1982) and Cole (1985) have shown tha t the t ransition
strain· rate iDcreues with confinement and finer grained ice respectively.
Prior to peak stress the cracks do not significantly in8uence the bulk mechanical
properties. Th is an be appreciated by the slope of the strell-Strain curve where
microcra.ckin~ leads to nonlinearity a.nd 'strain softeninK' descending branch. This
is abo evident in other britt le materials like concrete and rock ; see for example
Dougill (198S). An important. feature ol the st ress-strain curves sbown in Fisure
2.7 is the horizontal plateau reached after peak stress. This gives an indication of
the active deformational mecha.nism; that is, one of continued energy dissipation
through viscous creep ('1=ali). Also, if the sample is reloaded at the same strain-
rate , tben the plateau is followed and the stress- . t rain curve has become s tabilized.
However, with a subsequent increase in strain-ra te the sample is further damaged
and restahilizes (Figure 2.8).
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Figure 2.8 : Typica l Stress-S train Curve for Polycrysta llinc, Granular Icc Loade d at
Various St rain Ra tes, Jordl1on d al. (1990b).
The direct effect of microcraek ing or dam age is the degrad atio n of th e mechanical
properties of the material, such as the loss in shear resistance (G) or bulk st iffncsll
(E). Microc raeking tends to reduce the overall st ruct ural resistance to defor ma tion
and enhances t he basic creep response (Fig ure 2.9). Meyssonnicr and Duval (1989)
and Jcr daa n et el. (19901.)have shown that damage or prcst tain CAUSClI a sign ificant
degr adatio n in the mecha nical properties of icc.
At high strain-rates (> 10-3 , -I) , which are more applicable to dynami c icc-
structure interec t icc events, phenomena known &5 slabbing or axia l splitt ing can
be observed in ad dition to microcracking. Th ese events are associated with the out
or plane extens ion of a p re·existin ll;crack inclined to t he maj or stress axis (Figure
2.5). Th e growth of wing cracks result in the reorienta tion or the crack surface par-
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Figure 2.9: Creep Enhancement Due to Microcra.cldng or Damage . Jordaan d al.
(/99 10).
allel to the princip al stress direction; l.e., maximum tensile force is perp end icula r
to crack plane. At lower strai n-r ates (..... 10-· 5. 1) wing cracks are typically stable ;
however t he imposition ora small , lateral tensile stress causes the cracks to propa-
gate rapid ly unt il failure. Evidence oC wing cracks has been reported in oth er brittle
materials , such as concrete, rock, sulphur, glass and PMMA, Wang (1981) observed
t his phenomenon in tests on multi-year sea ice.
The process of axial splitting or shear (aulting, shown in Figure 2.10, is predomi-
nantly a funct ion oCconfinement; see for example, Horii and Nemat Nasser (1985).
Axial spli ttin g occurs at high st rain-rates, un der nominally uniaxial conditions, with
no platen-s pecimen end restra ints, where a single fractu re, typically associated with
wing cracks, propagates through the material resul t ing in failure of the sample .
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Conversely, slabbing dominates with increasin g confinement or end effects where
continu ed deformation causes the cracks to coalesce which T'elulh in the Iormatlou
of a shear {auh . This process is att ributed to " ("mily of stable wing cra cks which
has coalesced along the fault surface, whereby a matri x of coarse and fine powdered
material is created - see Schulson (1990). The reader is also referred to arti cles by
Cannon e! at. (1990), Murrellet al. (1991) and Schulson ct al. (1989) for furt her dis-
cussion and experimental evidence on th e axial splitting and slabbing phenomen on.
The shea r zone is also evident during uniaxial compreealcn testing of multi ·year sell.
ice at lower strain -rates than when the phenomenon is observed in polycrystallinc
ice (Kenny et at., 1991). This could peseibfy be attributed to the early developme nt
of wing cracks at pre-existing defects, evident in rock mechanics , or that the interna l
porosity features [i.e. brine pockets , drainage channels) create a plane of weakness
for the fault to develop. Ashby and Hallam (1986) developed a wing crack model to
describe the failure of brittle materials and th e concept of axial splitting a nd shea r
faulting .
The ice crush ing process bee been thus far discussed only in te rms of t he uniaxial
behaviou r; this hardly describes the complex st ress sla tes encountered during typical
ice-structure interactions. Any realistic constitutive mod el must take into account
the mechan ical behaviou r of ice under multiaxia l stresses. For example, a biaxial
stress state would describe a level ice field advancin g against a wide offshorc str uc-
ture. On the other bend, a triaxial stress state is experienced durin g iceberg impacts
or ramming of multi-yea r ridges. Figure 2.11 is a reproduction of the da ta from a
test series conducted by Jones (1982). Laboratory grown , equiaxed, pelycrystallinc ,
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Figure 2.10: Failure Modes of Ice under Compressive Stress States a.t High Strain
Rates (> 10-3 , - 1) where S Represents the Applied Deviatoric Stress and p is the
Confining Pressu re.
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freshwa ter ice was deformed at a constant strain-tate unde r hydrostat ic ccnfincmcat.
There are essentiall y two main regions of interest: ( I ) the area bounded by lower
confining pressu res « 20 MPa ) and higher st rain.retce (» IO-~ 5 - 1) and (2) ~lw
family of horizontal curves for all other data. points.
~~~r~o'm~~~~~~:~~ Pres!Ure p:
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Figure 2.11: Datuct {rom Constant Strain Rate Tests under Hydroelatic Confin<,. .
men! Conducted by Jone s (1982).
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In th e les ion of increuins peak differential., l res, . (or & lJiven . t rain-riLle, the defer-
mational behav iour is associated with a progressive damagine:process. With hieher
confining pressures t he peak str ess stabilizes to a maximu m, microcracking activity
is inhibited and pure creep obser ved. Thu s the creep resp onse of ice is invariAnt with
hyd rostatic pressure a nd dependent only upon the differential or deviato ric st ress,
this is also exh ibited by metal s and concrete. Th e majority of studies investigat ing
the behaviour of ice unde r multiaxial stress stat es are concerned primarily with t he
'strength' of th e mate rial under constant strain -rate tests; see for example, Hausler
ct al. (1988), or Murrell et aI . (1991). Understanding the damage process and
ddormational behaviour of ice under moderate tc hiSh confining pressures i. seen as
the key, since t his is th e principal mechanism involved during full-scale ice crushing
events .
A characteristi c oCice due to the high working temperature, is the rela tively low
magnitude oCconfining pressure required to induce a phase change. Jones (1982)
. tates that with respect to the pressure meltin g temperature, th e hydrost atic con-
finement bAlI DO influence on th e creep .train-ra te bu t merely cbanget t he ell'ect ive
temperature. For Curt her di. cussion on pressure melting the reade r is referred to
work. by Kheisin and Cherepanov (1970) and Barne s et a1. (1971). V.in g Jones'
dat a , Nadreau et al. (198B)proposed that the tendency for th e decrease in peak
differential . t re.. at higher confining pressures, i. in effect, due to pressure melt -
ing (Figure 2.12). A tea rdrop model wu developed to describe an an isotropic,
three-dimensic nal Cailure surface for ice. Recently, Gagn on and Sinha (1991) have
reported that pressure melting WAS evident during medium- scale indentation tesll
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where interface temperature measurem ents and t hin sections revealed the presence
of a melt.
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Figure 2.12: Teardrop Model Developed by Nadreau ct 0.1. (1988).
However, the teardrop model is empirical and docs not attempt to explain the uu-
derl ying physical mechanisms responsible for the observed mechanical behaviour .
Conceivabl) .he principal mechanisms involved during the deformation of ice unde r
multiaxial stress stat es are schemat ically illustrated in Figure 2.13. Referring to
Figure 2.11, (or the lower bydrcet ati e pressures and higher st rain rates there is a
zone where a progressive damaging process associated with the development or rni-
crocracka. For a given strain-rate, upon the imposition of higher confining pressure
the damage is eventually supre ssed wit h pure creep becoming th e dominant mode
or deformation. Further increases in the confinement, for a constan t strain -rate and
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temp erature, would result in creep deformation and pressure melting with the end
result being a phase change. Note t hat , during trans itiona l periods there are stress
states where the mechanisms compete lor dominance . Abo , pressure melting could
be acti ve on a localized level, lor global st ress states less than t hat required for a
phase change, due to intense stress concentrations at crack t ips and trip le points or
Irictionel mechanisms , such a.'I shear along grain boundaries or crack surfaces.
Dev iat oric St ress
Dam aging Creep
Creep and
P ress ure
Melting
Confining Pr essure
figure 2.13: Multiaxia l Defcrmatlon Mechanisms in Ice for a. Constant Strai n Rate
Altho ugh laboratory tests cannot directly model the interaction events at full-scale,
one can develop a basic underst anding of the failure process in ice , unde r nomi-
nally similar conditions , which could be the foundatio n for input into numerica l or
analyti c&1 models. However, damaging or microcracking, in-Itsel l, docs not fully ex·
plain ice-s tructu re late rectic n events. Li'kbamanov and Khcisin (1971) were among
the ca.rlie5t investigators to recognize this fact. During drop-ban impact tests it was
observed that the specific crushing energy [l.eresistance to impact) was not a lunda-
mental index property but depended upon clastic deformation, creation of fracture
sud aces, frictional processes, clearing mechanisms and pressure melting. Clearly,
t he failure processes dur ing even small-scale interaction events are highly complex
and dependent upon a number of physical mechanisms. Consequently, pr imarily
due to the scale effect , laboratory invest igations must be verified by observations
and experience gained at full-scale.
Previous field tests, Hans Island (1981), Pond Inlet (1984), and Hobson's Choice
Island (1989,1990), have demonstr ated the importance of large and medium·scale
experimental programs. This hu led to the development of new ice Io&d models and
significantly advanced the level of underst anding of ice-et ructure interaction events.
Hans Island dramatically showed tha t global ice loads exerted during impact or large
multi-year floes (1-3 km diameter) was only on the order or ooSMPa . The medium-
scale indentation le8h , whose main objective was to study dyna mic ice-i nduced
vibrations, revealed that local peak pressures, which reached 60 MPa or grea ter, had
a varied.spatial and temporal distr ibution with steep pressure gradieull . Generally,
interactio n models make assumpt ions regarding the physical characteristics of the
failure zone; thus the development and enhancement of such models require detailed
description. To better understan d the interact ion process dur ing field events, an
account of the test teriCllconducted al Hobson's Choice Ice Island in 1990 will be
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presented . Also, the discussion will bring to focus the logic underl ying the present
test program.
For all tests , crushing was observed during indentation and discrete ice parti cles
were ejected from t he free edges of the indentor (Figure 2.14). However. for several
teste spalling or 6aking events , associated with large macro cracks , were observed .
Although a number of parameters were investigated in the test program, there were
characteristic features conunon to all of the failure surfaces. Illustrated schemati-
cally in Figure 2.15 are the typical features associated with the failure zone after
indentation.
There are essentially three distinct regions associated with the interact ion zone;
first, spall arCaJl on the periphery of the contact surface, second, regions of crus hed
icc and discrete granula.r particles, generally but not exclusively associated with
low pressures, where the material is eventual ly extruded from the free edges with
continued indenta.tion, and third , hard spots or critical zones consisting of damaged
icc which are considered to be centers of extr usion. Macroscopically, th is region
appears to be 'intact ' but thin section analysi s revealed significant local dama ge
(Meaney et al., 1991).
Th e crushed layer typicall y contained large, 25 nun diame ter or grea ter , relativel y
undamaged particles surrounded by finely pulverized icc, suggest ing a grinding ac-
tion as the larger particl es slide and rotate during extrusion. The developmen t of
a crushed layer during indentation seems to be analogous to the shear zone gen-
erated in the uniaxial and triaxial laboratory tests . The steep prenure gradi ents
3\
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FRONTAL PLANE OF TEST FACE
Figure 2.15: Schematic Illustration of a Typical Failure Surfa.ce Exhibited During
t he 1990 Medium-Scale Indentation Tests on Hobson's Choice Ice Island . The Test
Face can be Subdi vided into Three Major Zones; (i) Spall Areas , (ii) Reg ions or
Crushed Mater ial and (iii) Damaged Zones.
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exhibi ted, which can be rela ted to zo nes of inte nse shear, appear to be the drh'ing
forc e behind the grind ing and pulveriz ation of the ice, which is rapidly transpo rlcJ
to the periphery of th e ice-stru cture interlace. Although the features of the failu re
surf ace suggest that peak pressures sh ould co rrelate with the hard spo ts or cr iti cal
zones, superimposing the final recorded pressures on the inte r face did not prod uce
conclusive evidence for such a pheno menon. It is also important to note tha t the
crus hed ice layer appeared to have s intered or bevc experienced press ure mel ti ng.
This was evident from densit y profiles of the failure zone And interface temper ature
measu reme nts . Thus regions of th e crushed layer could be co nsidere d compet ent
ma te rial and experie nce significant loads during inden tation.
Ob viously, t here has been a significa nt meta morphis m in th e metcr tal struc t.ure;
t hat is & transfo rmatio n (rom an intact solid continuum to a densely microcre ckcd
body and array of discrete particles. Not only t he physicalprop erties of the ice have
changed but abo the mechanical beh a viour, since ther e is a grad ual redu ction in the
st iffness and shear resistance in the ice matrix - see for example Stone et al. (1989).
It is important to reali ze that any constit utive models must recogeiee th is fact . For
examp le, the degradation of ice properties ca n he analyz ed using continu um damage
mechanics and the cru shed mat erial, which lacks apprecia ble shear resistan ce, co uld
he modeled as a.viscous fluid or Mohr- Coulomb materi al.
Con ceivably, the local strain-rates would increase substantiall y towa rd the icc-
stru ct ure interface; i.e. from the parent ice, to regions of influence, . to finally the
highly damaged zones and crushed ice layer . Also, there would be va rying de gree
of deviat oric stresses and confining pressures throughou t the failure region. T hese
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ideas are illus trated in Figure 2.16. Crushed layer thickn ess measureme nt s, density
profiles and t hin section analysis of the failure zone (see Kenny et al., 1991) indi-
cated that the bulk of the deformation, related to energy dissipated or expended,
occurs within the near field. Jordaan and Timco (1988) have estimated that the
energy consumed by the crushed layer developed during small-scale indentat ion test
to be 99% of the total energy.
Early work by Kheiein and Cherepanov (1970) showed th at the contact face was
characteriz ed by subregions of crushed and damaged ice which they charac t erized
as a "dis tinct destruction surface", Si~ilar Ieilu re zone features were also rep orte d
inemall- scele ice crushing tests byFranss en (1991), Riska (1991) and Lindholm et al.
(1990) , u well 83 , ship-ice intera ctions by Riska et el. (1990), Hence, ice crushing
events can be generalized into a number of observed mechanisms: (1) spalling events
in region s of low confinement, (2) a dam aging p rocess within critical zones or hard
spob, (3) flow or ejectio n of crushed. material due to pressure gradient s, and (4)
pressu re or fridion meltin~ and sintering . The beh aviour of tbe crushed ice located
at hard spots or critica l zones is seen as the key to dynamic fluctuations in load and
peak p ressures exerted during interaction events.
oStr uctul'1!l
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Figure 2.16: Idealization oC Ice-Structu re Interaction Events; (a) Shows the Pres-
sure Gradient on the Contact Face and the Var iation in Deviatoric and Volumetr ic
Stresses, (b) Illustrat es the Spatial Distribut ion of Pressure Zones with Elevation
Across the Contact Face, such as Lower Pressures Associated with th e Crushed
Layer and Hard Spots or Critical Zones oC Higher Pres sure where Dyna mic Effects
are Decuring .
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Clear ly, th e calculat ion cf ice forces {or offshore structures is an endeavour which
requires knowledge {rommany fields of science. Although empirically-based models
have proved their meri t, albeit with simplification s for practic al engineering design,
development of lawl based on physics of the deformation processes is required. T his
willena ble the ice eng ineer to develop st rategies for various struct ural c.onfigurat ions
lo be deployed under wide ranging scenarios.
Chapter 3
Experimental Program
Most laboratory investigation1on the multia xial behav iour of icc have invcst lgated
the 'crushing Itreosth' under consta nt str ain-rate laad inE condit ions. To the au -
thor's knowledge there hu been no systema tic study on the deformational behaviour
of dam aged ice as & function of confinement and applied stress.
Evidence fro m medium-scale inden tation tests showed that the cont.acl zone was
characterized by lubregions of crushed or pulverized material and damaged icc.
The beha viou r of dam at;ocIice and crushed mate rial iouted at hud spob in zones
of moderate to high confining pressure! is seen as the key to the dynamics of the icc
crushing proceee.
Consequently , a study on t he creep response of intact and pre-damaged icc under
hydrostatic confinement Wi15 conducted . Wit h t hese t hough ts in mind. the following
diecueaicn Iocu eeee on the experimental program.
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3.1 Preparation of Test Specimens
All tC3ts were conducted using laboratory prepared pclycryst .alline, equlaxed, fresh-
water ice. Figure 3.1 schemat ically illust rates the equi pment setup used during the
molding process to manufact ure ice samples. The system was housed in an anteroom
which was maintained at a nominal temp eratur e of 0° C.
line to deionized , distilled wat e r
1. Vacuum pump
2. Th ick wall tub ing
3. Cold trap
4. Dry trap
5. Vacuum gauge
6. Th ree way valve
7. One way valve
8 . Glass man ifold
9 . Deae rator
Figure 3.1: Schematic DC Equipment Used in the Manufa cturing of Ice Samples.
To ensure qualit y and repea tability of the ice sampl es the following procedure was
adop ted. Pur e weter, obtai ned by filtering and distilling mun icipal tap water, was
used throug hout the manufac turin g process. T he measured resistivity of the pure
wate r was on the order of 10 MO'c:m-1, The next stage was to develop samples which
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were uniform and homogeneous in grain size, thereby ensuringisotropic mechanical
behaviour. Dictatin g grain size can be easily achieved by the introduction of a
nucleat ing agen tj such. as , seed ice. Bubble free columnar grained ice, grown frolu
unidirectional freezing of pure water, was crushed using a, Cl4won Model#PC·75,
commercial mechanicalice crusherand then sieved. Icepa rticles which passed the
*-4 US (4.75 mm) screen and retained on the #6 US (3 .35 mm) sieve were ueod
as seeds. The seed ice wu then placed in a tapered, rect angular , flbreglas8 mold
(Figure 3.2) which was used to set the seed ice-pure water mixture. The bcuom of
the mold was bolt ed to an aluminum plate and the mating sealed by a rubbe r gasket .
To develop the vacuum, a flexible mem~)fane fabricated from a weather balloon was
used to cover the mold. Snow was then placed on top of the seed icc to ad lIS a
protectivebuffer so that the membrane would not be punctured. A seal was ensured
using elastic ban ds and high vacuum silicon ~rease.
190mm
-I__-,-F",lb,reg l... mold
18 0 mm
q~EE4fEEq~i-~A~luminum plate
Figure 3.2: Mold for Maturin g Ice Samples.
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Subsequently, the mold and tub ins system, shown in F i«ure 3.1, was placed under
... vacuum for approximate ly 2 houre and brousht to ... gauge pressure oC 0.5 mm
IIg. The deaerator wu then filled with dist illed deionized wat er, cooled to 00 C.
and the cham ber wu evacuated for 10-15 minutes. Finally, the mold was filled
with the deaerated water th rough th e evacuated tubing. After flooding, the mold
was covered by an in sulating jacket leaving t he bottom aluminum plete exposed to
encourage unidirect ion al {reezinl!. Typically, t he ice wo uld mature in 3 days at ·1 0·
C and would tben be removed fromthe moldby allowing the fibreglU5 shell to w&rm
slightly. O nce removed from t he mold, the ice sample was sealed in plasti c bags and
temporar ily stored at -30" C unt il the day before a test. The ice block wo uld then
be allowed to equili briate to ·ur C overnight prior t o machinin& of individual t C!t
specimens.
This moldin& technique would produce equiaxed , u anu1ar polyo)'lltalline ice havins
a random c·ms orientation. Cole(1986) present s exp er imental evidence on the role
in which train size d ictates the mechaniC&1 behaviour of ice. where varian ce in the
Stain diameter chan ge d the bulk failure modeof the specimenfrom ductile to brit tle
for the same deform a tio n rat e. The mean v ain dlemetee for the icesamples was 4.3
mm which Wa.! calcu la ted usinS the expression ,
(3.1)
where NA is the Dumber or gain. per unit areL Thin teCtions, essential in the
development of fabric diagranu , grains size analysis and dama~e characterization ,
were obtained by usinS a Leitz bioloPe&!microtome and the double microtomins
teehnique outlined in Sinha (1978) was employed. A typical horizontal thin section
is shown in Figure 3.3.
Generally, there would be lar~er than average grains generat ed at the base of till,:
mold and a. concent ration of fine air bubbles ncar the SIlOW layer at top. Con~e·
quently, to ensure qua lity ice specimens, the top and bott om 75 mm were removed
and discarded. Th e ice was then cut, using a bandsaw, into four equal sections.
Individual samples wen machined into right rectangula r prisms, using aj ointer anu
a milling unit, having dimensions of 60 ±O.l mm square and 120 ±O.l mm in length.
The machinins process prod uced samples with .. w ry llmooth surface and pMalld
ends - a critiul puameter , p&rticularly at higher . t rai n-rates, which innuences the
mechanical behaviour of the specimen due to eccentric loading.
3.2 Test Equipment
A M4teriaJ ~Te.sting S ylt erru (Mr S) Corporation Model # 311.31 test frame was
used rocall experiments and was housed in a standard cold room, which could
maintain a working temperatu re within the range of 00 C to ·"O' C. Axial load,
in-situ ice displacement, hydrostatic pressure, temperature and time were reeoeded
on a personal comput er, using the Viewdac dat a acquisit ion software package at a
sampling rate of 200 Hz. Also, a hardecpy backup Wall recorded using a Yokogawa
3066pen recorder to measure, in real time, MTS load, triax ial cell pressure and
temperatu re and & Yoh gotDlI LR4!JOpen recorder was used to record the u ial
Figure 3.3: Horizontal Thin Section of a.n Intact Ice Sample.
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and lateral displacement of the ice sample. Figure 3.4 schematically illustrates the
triaxial cell configuration used during the test program. Details of the mounting
collars for the LVDT', and brass endcaps are presented in Appendix A.
Exte rn al Load Cell ----I£:l\MI
Axial and La teral LVDT's ---+--1.1--=11
Br aBs Endcap
Inte rn al Load Cell --=!==E!!:
MTS Ram ----+_
Pr essure GAuge
Figure 3.4: Schematic Illust ration of the Triaxial Cell System Employed During the
Test Program.
The tr iaxial cell, fabricated from stainless steel, was equipped with four portals:
two with access for viewing or video monitoring the tests and two others used to
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provide a light source tr illuminate the cell interio r. Th e viewing wind ows restr icte d
the maximum confining pressure to 20 MPa (3000 psi). Const ant pressure was
mai ntain ed du ring the test by the use of a compen sating piston which was att ached
to th e actuator pis ton via a fulcrum - see KaliCael al. (1989). A translucent silicone
oil. with a viscosity or eight cenris tokes ( 200 C), was used as t he pressuri zing fluid .
T wo MTS-661 .£3B-0 12SOkN capacity load cells , one internal and t he other exte rnal
of the cell, were used to measure the st ress applied to the ice samp le. The former
directly measured the axial stress applied to t '.e specimen and was used as the
reference signal during load control phases . Two Schatvit z MHR· l OO series linear
var iable differential transformers (LVDT) , with a stroke of ± 2.54 nun , were mounted
on the sample, via an aluminum support collar with knife edges , to mea sure axial
st ra ins directly from the sample. Lat eral strain was measured by a Schaevil: MHR ·
250 LVDT with a stroke of ± 6.35 mm . The late ra l gauge WM attached to th e samp le
by an aluminum mounting block , with 30 millimetree contact along the corner s of
the spec imen , which was supported by elast ic ban ds. The axial gauge length was
70 mi llimetres and the lateral gauge length was 55 mlllimetres. A pho tograph of an
undamaged ice sampl e and a fully inst rumented specimen is shown in Figure 3.5.
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3.3 Test Progr am
All tests were conducted at the Insti tute Cor Marine Dynami cs, National Resea rch
Counci l Canada in St . John 's, NF. As stated earlier , t he purpos e of th e investiga-
tions wu to study the influence of damage on the creep deformation of pclycrye-
tallin e, granula r freshwater ice under hydrostatic confinement.
The experimental program consisted of applying a series of compressive loads to
undamaged and prc-damaged ice sam ples at va rious confining pr essures ; whereby t he
subsequent deformational response of tlte specimens could be analysed with respect
to the influence of microcracks on the strain developed under a multi axia l stress
st at e. Pre-damaged samples were obtained by loading the specimen uniaxiall y a t a
constant displacement rate of 10- 4 5- 1 to an axial strain of 0.02. These parameters
were chosen so th at the creep respons e, under uniaxial condition s, could be compare d
to aimiliar tests conducted at Memorial University.
A typical stres s-strain curve for the damaged ice is shown in Figure s 3.6 . To hinder
the pressurized fluid from penet rating into the cracks of the pre-dama ged specimens,
all samples were jaclr-::ted by a latex membrane similar to those used in soil and rock
mechanics, Figure 3.7 illustrates the dilatation typicall y developed when t he ice
sampIe waa loaded uniaxially at 8. constan t displacement r ate of 10- 4 to a t ot al
stra hl of 2%. Profi les of pre-demeged samples were measured, using 8. micrometer,
which supported the LVDT measurements en d revealed that the barreling was quite
uniform. A thin section through a pre-damaged ice sample is shown in Figure
3.8. Note the fine grained struc ture developed betwee n the grain boundaries whi ch
could be the result of a grinding action between grains. Figure 3.9 is a photograph
of a typical vertical thin section t hrough a pre-damaged ice sample. A number
of possible wing cracks were observed Corseveral thin sections through different
samples, although it is not known whether th ey were developed during the pre-
damagi ng phase or load pulse series. Alternatively, t he wing cracks feat ures could
have developed. throug h the coalescence of grain boundar y cracks.
00 0.O()j 0.01 0.01$ 0.02 0.02.5
Suain
Figure 3.6: Typical Axial Stress-Strain Curve for Pre-Damaged Samples .
The confining pressures studied were 0, 4, 10 and 20 MPa and the applied deviat otic
load s ranged from 0.5-1.5 MPa for un iaxial conditions and 0.3-2.6 MPa for tri axial
stress states. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 illustrate the load pulses for the uniaxial and tri-
axial cases respectively. The constant stress levels were applied , under load conircl ,
for 20 second duration which W&!I followed by a relaxa tion period of appr oxima tely
150 second s. Peak stress was ath:ined in approximately 0.02 seconds.
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Figure 3.8: Thin Section through a Pre-Damaged Ice Sample. Note the Fine Grained
Particles Dispersed Througbout the Sample between Individual Grain Boundaries.
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Figure 3.9: Vertical Thin Section through a Pre-Damaged Ice Sample. Note the
Presence of a Possible Wing-Crack Near the Center of the Photograph.
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Figure 3.10: Command Signal Cor UnAXial Stress Pulse History.
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Figure 3.11: Command Signal for Triaxial Stress Pulse History.
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Analysis of the pube record, measured by the two loads cells indicated th at the
aclua! st cess applied to t he ice wu 1eslI than t he reference signal, as measured by
the exter nallo&d cell, when the specimen wu subject to hydrostatic confinement .
The discrepancy between applied and measu red .tress Wall attri buted to frict ion on
the loading piston by the sealing gaskets which redu ces the stress experienced by
t he ice sample. Table 3.1 summarizes t he st resses for the teat series, founded to
t he nearest 0.05 MPa, (or the reference signal (l.e. external load cell) and actual
measured , lrell which was recorded by t he internal load cell. Consequentl y, it is
important to realize that the measured deformat ional response cannot be directly
compa.redfor different confining pressures.
For future experiments it is recommended that t he interna l load cell be used as
the reference measurement with respect to the command signal. The stress maA-
nitude me.uUrN by the intemal load cell (me.uured deviatoric stress) will be used
throu~hO\1t the ana lysis orthe experimental results .
Table 3.1: Reference Stress Signal and Measured Applied Dcvlatorlc SlIl'8S
Confi~~gp:)essure Reference Deviatoric Stress Measured Dcviato ric Stress(MP.) (MPa)
0 0.50 0.50
0.75 0.75
1.00 1.00
1.25 1.25
1.50 1.50
4 0,50 0.30
1.00 0,75
2,00 1.60
3,00 2,60
10 0.50 0.30
1.00 0.75
2,00 1.60
3.00 2.60
20 0.50 0.30
1.00 0.50
2,00 1.40
3,00 2.40
Chapter 4
Analysis and Discussion of
Experimental Results
In earlier chapters , it was shown tha t the progressive damaging proc ess plays an
important role duri ng ice-str uctur e interactions. Recently bas there been significant
effort to relate the observed stress-s train behaviour of ice; from laboratory tests
and field programs, to the development of a const itu tive ice- toad mode1 - see Cor
example Winkler and Dorris (1990), and Jordaan et al. (1990b). The following
section wiU focus on the presentation of the experimental results and subsequent
analysis.
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4.1 Creep Enhancement under Triaxial Stress
State
4.1 .1 Axial Deformation
The observed deformational behav iour of pre-dam aged ice und er uniexiel conditions
is shown in Fig ure 4.1. The applied constan t stress pulse was previousl y illustrat ed
in Figures 3.9 and 3.10. Although the ice has exper ienced considerab le permanent or
non-recoverable deformat ion, between the first and tenth load pulse, t here is net any
apparent influen ce on the def_' l'mational response for the sam e applied str ess. T hus,
one can a.ssume that repea ted loadings did not appreciab ly contr ibute to any further
.damag e within the specimen. These characteristiC! at .. typical and were observed
t hroughout the lest progr am for all confining pressures and deviatceic s trClSCS.
The signifiance of daJfl&l;c [i.e. microcracks] on the dd'ormdion&1 behaviour of icc
is illustrated in Fi&Ure 4.2, where the stra in developed in the pre-damaged specimens
is colllliderabty enhanced and several times the magnircde experienced by the intAct
ice. This is in geed acreement with Jordaan et 1.1. (1990a) , where similar relult s AtC
presen ted, lor uniaxial conditions using a different testing eyatern. The effect of creep
enhancement was mar kedly demonstrated during t he t riaxia l tests where higher
stress levels could be applied without sub jecting the ice sample to fur ther dam age,
Fig ures 4,3~4.5, since rep eated load ings exhibited nomi nally simila r detormaUonal
behaviour. T hese fisur es present th~ average axial deforma tional response, for each
applied stress pulse, an d compare the measured st rains trom the intact ice sample
to the pre-dam aged spec imen for a ~ven confinifi&preuure.
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Figure 4.2: Axial Strain Response at 0 MPa Confinement for Intad and Pte-
Dama ged Ice Samples. The Numbers Listed Above Ea.ch Strain Curve Rcprcsclils
the Applied Deviator Stress in MPa.
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Figure 4.3: Axial Strain Response at 4 MPa Confinement for Intact and Pre-
Damaged Ice Samples. T he Numbers Listed Above Each Stra in Curve Represents
the Applied Deviator Stress in MPa.
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Figure 4.4: Axial Strain Response at 10 MPa Confinement for Intact and Pre-
Damaged Ice Samples. The Numbers Listed Above Each Strai n Curve Represent!
the Applied Deviator Stress in MPa.
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Figure 4.5: Axial Strain Response, at 20 MPa Confinement for Inta ct and Pre-
Damaged Ice Samples. The Numbers Listed Above Each. Strain Curve Represent s
the Applied Deviato r Stress in MPa .
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Elu tic moduli of bot h intact and pre-derneged ice were dete rmined Irom the I"lul
pulse ser ies for all tesls. Sinha (1988) demonstrates the importance of consider ing
applied st ress rat e when imutigat ing the clastic modulus. Since icc CfC{' pS at ;1l1~'
st ress state, othe r than pu rely hydrostatic , for static loading condit ions the n lillie
is the all- imp crt ent Iector , Analysis of the consta nt stress pulses indicate t hl\l lhl'
loading rat e wu in the range of 10- 100 M P. ·. - I. Th e magni tudes of stress IItlcl
st rain for t he dete rminat ion of ela.stic modu li arc shown in Figures -1.6 and -1.7 . TIIl~
mean modulus for intac t ire was 9.16 ±O.14 GPa, and fanged from 5.92 ± 0.10 G ila
to 7,00 ± 0.11 CPa for the pre-damaged ice samp les (Table 4.1). Thi s is in goo,l
agreement with the data presented by Sinha (1988) and J ordun cr aJ. ( 19~a. J .
Conceiva bly, t be increase in sti ffness fer t he diUTla!cdice at 20 MPa confinc mr.nt
could be du e to the partial closure or microcr acks which induces tractio n or rricti onal
sliding between crack SUMates. For further discussion sec 1I0rii and Ncmat-N asser
(1983), where a cri terion is developed suc h that a crilial confining press u re to
shear stress rat io is required to ope n microc racks which eausca a change in the Ilulk
modulus of the solid. Th e key find ing is t he significant enhanceme nt, pa.rt icularl y
at higher dev iatoric . lreues, of creep uratn due to da mage.
Referring to Figure. 4.2- 4.5 it can be seen t ha t , although the elastic deforrnal io m rllr
both intact and pre-damaged ice samples are on the sa me order, there is considerable
difference in th e ma gnit ude of creo!pst rain. The enhan cement of both rate and
magnitude of creep Ilr. in , for the pre-damaged specimen., cou ld beattributed t o the
inte nse s t ress concentrations which may exis t at crack tip. result ing in accele rated
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Figure 4.6: Determination of the Elastic Modu lus from Stress-Strain Response for
Intact Ice. T he Superimposed Line is a Least-Squares Best Fit of the Data.
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Figure 4.7: Determination of the Elastic Modulus from Stress·Strain Response (or
Pre-damag ed Ice. The Superimposed Line is a Least-Squares Best Fit of the Data.
Table 4.1: Mean Elastic Moduli
Ice Type COnfin;~gp~~e~sure Elast;~~:)dulus
Undamaged Ice 0,4 ,10 &20 9.16
Pre-Damaged Ice 0 6.27
Pre-Damaged Ice 4 6.10
Pre-Damaged Ice 10 5.92
Pre-Damaged Ice 20 7.00
deformation through traction and power law creep, Although the re is l' modest
increase in the elastic modulus at 20 ~fPa, the creep enhancement appears to be
independent of the confining pressure for the range investigated . Also,evident is the
tcndency for viscous processes to dominate the response at highcr applied stresses
as the proportion of elastic plus delayed elastic strain to tota l strain decreases with
increaalng load. Interest ingly, early work by Kurdyumov and Kheisin (1976) and
Likbcmancv and Kheisio (1971) idealized the crushe d mate rial generated during
drop-ball impact tests as a viscous layer.
Furt her, a more subtle characteristic, is the observed non-linearity in strain with
applied stres s as shown in Figure 4.8. The axial stra in response is non-linear and
apparently independent of the confinement . The stress pulses around 4 MPa were
loaded on & 'sacrificial' sample, from the same batch as the specimens used in the
experimental program, to determine the range of deviatorie stresses which could
be applied to pre-damaged samples without inducing further damage. Although
some caution should be used in interpret ing these two dat a points, it seems that the
magnitudes correspond with the overall tren d.
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Figure 4.8: Noo-Linea.rity of Axial Strain as a Functi on DC Deviatoric Slren Ior
Intact and Pr e-Damag ed Sampl es at Time, t= 20s.
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Clearly, che significance or damage on t he axial deformat ion or ice under trlaxial
st ress states has been dem onstrated . Surprisingly, one of t he key fea tures which is
responsible (or the significant creep enhancement has not been thoroughly addressed ;
t hat is, the bulk volumet ric expansion due to microcracking. Only recen tly has there
been a more concerted effort to investigate the dilatancy in ice and th e influence on
the mechanical behaviour subject to a mult ia.xialatress sta t e.
4 .1.2 Lat eral Deformation an d Dilatat ion in Ice
Ohscrvations of the ice fail ure surface after penetration by an indentor. during the
Pond Inlet (1984) and Hobson', Choice Ice bla nd (1989.1990) field experiments,
revealed that material lo cated at the per iphery or the cont act face was less con-
solidated than more cent r al regions. Field investigations by Kenny et al. (1991)
have shown that the densi ty of t he crushed ice layer ranged from 749 kg'm - 3, at
the Ieee edges, to 864 kg_m- 3, near the center of conta ct . The den sity or the par-
ent structu re varied between 858 kg'm- J and 890 kg·m- J • In fact, t he material on
the periph ery oCthe failu re surface could be broken al/..ay Crom the test face with
minimal effort. This impli es th at dilatat ional mechanisms are acti ve during ice-
st ructur e interaction event s. Expe riments conducted by Wan g (1981), Sinha (1991)
and Dorr~ (1991) have also den..:ms trated the importance of volume tric expansion
d ue to microcracking.
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Since the axial strain is inAuenced by damage, it is not surprising the the lateral
stra.in, whichis directly related to the formation of microcracks, is considerably en.
henced . Furt hermore , a significant observation was that a t higher dcviatoric stresses
the late ral deforma tion dominates the st rain response o f the ma terial. Figures ,1.9-
4.12 present the measu red lateral deformational and corresponding axial st rain for
the pre-damaged ice specimens . Unfortunately, the lateral strain for intact icc can-
not be presented becau se:the resolution of the system was on the same orde r a.sthe
measured signal. This resulted from a combined influence of the data acq uisition
board and required stroke range of the la teral LVDT for t he pre-damaged samples.
However, by comparing the lateral and axial st rains {or the damaged ice samples it
is possible to appreciate the significant enhancement in lateral creep strain since the
Poisson's ratio, i.e. ra ti o of late ral to axial strain, for intact ice is known to be on
the order of 0.3 (Sinha , 1988) and assumed to be 0.5 for creep.
Perhaps as should be expected, the lateral strain response exhibits much the same
character istics as that shown by the axial deformation curves, such as accelerated
creep ra te due to damage , non -linearity with stress and a tendency for viscous
behaviour to dominate at higher applied stresses. For all confining pressures, at
relat ively low applied dev iato ric stresses (0.5-1.0 MPa) the lateral and axial strains
are on the same order, however , as the stress pulse is inc reased to the 2.0-3.0 MPa
range, t he lat eral strain can be almost double the axial response. Similarly, elastic
plus delayed elastic recovery for both axial and latera l strain response is on the
order of 40% for the h igher deviaLoric stresses. The most st riking feature is the
magnitude of lateral st rain developed independent of the hydrosta tic confinement
for the higher deviators . The large proportion of permanen t late ral stra in could
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be attri buted to inten se creep at crack \ip3 which caUles distortion or enlargem~nl
of the mic rocracks, Also, since th e cracks were introd uced under uniaxi &lload ing
condil;ons and subsequently confined. the degree of crack closure could be less than
i ( the damage wu induced under t riaxial stress sta tes. In other words. one must
consider the st ress-path and the influence on the damag e level.
Similar to the a xial.l rain response , t he later al dcCorma tion appears to be indepen-
dent of the confinement and non-linear with devietcrlc stress. This is illustrated in
F igure 4.13 where the latera l strain respon se of pre-dam aged samples is compar ed to
inta ct icc at 20 I after the initial application of the st ren pulse. The result s show an
overall trend independent of the imposed hydrosta.tic stress st ate. Although there
appears to be u drop in the lateral strain for p" 20 MPa and (T =4.12 MPa. as men-
tioned earlier, some caution should be taken with relIIpect to these dat a points where
limited information i. available. Thou,;h it is conce1V&ble that at higher confining
pressures the later al deformation would be inhibited.
Presently, there is limited information regarding the dilatational behaviour of ice
under a multi-u: i&1 . treu .tate. Wang (1981) investigated multi-year sea ice under
lJnstant strain-rat.eaof 10-'-10- 2 S- I , measuring both late ral and axial stra ins,
noting the anisotropic nature of the strain rati o {i,e. apparent Poisson's rati o). Sinha
(1991) conducted constant stress tells on laborat ory grown S-2 type ice subjec.t to
uniaxial compressive loads of 1.2 to 3.0 MPa. Under the applied stress, the sample
developed microcracks and dilatation was observed. The st rain ra tio reached a
maximum on the order of 0.7 which indicates the presence oCopen cracks. Similar
st rain rat iOl CUI be determined Cromthe dat a reported by Dorris (1991) where a
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Figure 4.13: Non-Linearity of La ter....1 Strain All a. Function of Dcviatcric Str C33 fur
Pr e-Damaged Samples at Time, t=205. Note that the Axial Strain for Intact Icc i~
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series of constant stra in-rate tests (10- 3 S-I and 10~ 3 S- I ) under 2.62 MPa and 10
MPa. hydrostatic confinement were performed on multi-year sea icc. Figure 4.14
shows tha.t the st rain rat io, ealeulated from Dorris' tests , increased from 0.5 to 0.7
with a decrease in confining pressure. The increase in strain rat io (> 0.5) indicates
the progressive influence of microcracks and dilata tional effects , where the limiting
value points to a stabilization in the volumet ric st rain-rate and the horizontal plateau
section of the st ress-strain curve. Although in the present test program a series of
constant st ress pulses were applied to pre-damaged specimens, similar tr ends were
observed and a typical curve is shown in Figure 4.15.
The difference in Itrain ratios, between Dorris' data and the present investigations,
may be in part due to either the method for introducing damage into the ice or
specimen size effect where the u.t ioof l:rain size to sample diameter may be reflected
in the deformat ional behaviour. The present test series investigated pre-damaged
polycrystalline Kranular ice deformed. under uniu: ial conditions to 2% st rain and
then subjected to constant loads under hydrostat ic pressures. On the other hand ,
Dorr is (1991) employed intact multi-yeal sea ice subject to constant strain -rate
deformation under a tria xial stress to 10% axial str ain.
Furthermore. the shape at the specimen may have also played a role in the creep
deformat ion, First , effective sealing of the sample tram the confining fluid, tor ex-
ample through the use of a-rings, WilS significantly inhibited due to the inherent
corners on the square samples and endcaps. Although post-test inspection of the
damaged specimens did not indicate the presence of oil, there is still a possibility
that the deloml&tion could be enhanced by lubrication through a reduction in the
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frictional resistanc e to sliding across crack faces. Secondly, j! '~'as noted during thl'
test program that end effects may have influenced the deformational tl~SPOll SI' of
pre-damaged specimens. Qualitat ive compari son of crack densities from t he pris-
matic specimens of t he present study with cylindrical samples from tes te previously
conducted at Memorial University, having nominally similar specimen diameter ttl
length ra tios and str ess pa ths, indicated a greater degree of cracking ncar the lee-
plat en interface (Fig ure 3.7). This may have resulted in further "softening" of the
specimen and enha ncement of the creep str ain-rate. Finally, slabbing or shear fault·
ing may ha ve occu rred dur ing the pre-damaging phase of t he experiments which
would inRuence the creep st rain behaviour and may account for the high lateral
st rains de veloped under hydrl'stati .. stress. Figure 3.7 shows an apparent fault line
runn ing along the face diagonal. The slabbi ng is probably due to t he lipped de-
pression of the bras s endcap, which aids in alignment of the specimen, resulting in
a confinement of th e sample at t he ice-plat en interface. (Appendix A). In Jigllt of
the present experimental results, a series of tests are currently being conducted al
Ylcmorial University with specific a ims at investigating these areas of concern.
4.1.3 Triaxial Beh aviou r
The development of a realis tic ice load model requires detailed knowledge of t he
confined beh aviour of ice. The inte raction bet ween str ess·pa th, damage 9tate and
subsequent material deforma tion needs to be thoroughly addressed. Anelyeieof t he
mult iaxial behaviour wasconducted assuming tha t the creep str ain was isotropic and
the defor.na tion was comprised of independent deviatoric and volumetric compo-
nents. Figures 4.16- 4.19 illustrat e the calculated volumetr ic and equivalent strainll
developed in the pre-damaged ice samples for th-: range of confining pressures in-
vestigated. The volumetric st rain is defined as,
(4.1)
where l it (2 and ( 3 are the principal strains. T he equivalent strain is defined as,
(4.2)
where (; j is the deviatoric strain developed in the material which can be also ex-
pressed as,
(4.3)
For volumet ric strains , when the pre-damaged specimens arc loaded at the higher
st ress levels, there is significant dilata tion, on the order of axial strain., after the
initial compact ion phase, whereas the results reported by Dorris (1991) shC'w vel-
umetric deformation much less than axial. T he large dilatati onal strains evident
could possibly be attribu ted to the relationship between etresa-peth and damage
state. For the given loading and damage conditions, the bulk of the microcracks
may be fully or partially open, hence the observed viscous dominated strain could
be related to intense creep causing. distortion or enlargement of the microcracks.
Ccnveraely, intact samples loaded under triaxial stress states, as in Dorris (1991),
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could have the majority of the cracks closed whereprimary creep and rracuon across
crack faces would be the more significant dcformational mechanism.
Figure 4.20 shows the relationship bctwecn dilatat ional atrain-tate and volumet ric
stress. The rate was calculated from t he volumetric strain- time curves when \'01 ·
umetric expansion was evident after t he initial compaction phllSei thus the clastic
cont ribution and initial decrease in volume is not considered. The presence of micro-
cracks or damage appe ars to influence the dilatationa l behaviour of the ice sample
wit h respect to confinement, since the st rain-rates arc not constant Icc nominally
constant volumetric stress sta tes - for an intact solid the volumetric deformation
is propor tional to the mean stress. Consequently, the dilatational strai n-rate Wl~q
plotted as a function of deviatoric stress (Figure 4.21), which shows a non-linear
relationship with shear stress.
Similarly, Figure 4.22 illustra tes the ncn-linearity of equivalent straln-eetc with de-
viatori c st ress. Considering that roughly 60% or the equivalent strain respause
exhibited by the pre-dama ged specimens for the higher stress levels was permanent
secondary creep, the strain data was analysed assuming tha t a power law rela-
t ionship, of the form i = Au", w~ appropria te to describe th e deformation. TIle
strain -rates were calculated Irom the stra in-lime curve, using numerical differentia-
tion, eve- the 20 second load pulse while ignoring the initial elastic response. Long
term creep experiments have shown that the magnitude of the exponent :, typically
taken as 3. Indeed, the debat e over whether secondary creep exists in poJycryslallinc
ice, as related to a fundamental materia l properly, is considered to be'dependent Oil
the presence of microcracks. Figure 4.23 presents the shear strai n·ra te 2'.d a func-
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Figure 4.21: Dilalational Strain-Rate as a Function of Deviatoric Stress
Sil
tion of shear stress for uniaxia l loading of polycrysta lline icc. At higher st resses on
the order or 10 MPa. the creep flow exhibits power-law breakdown; sec Sanderson,
(1988).
Initial analysis of the least-squares best fit and logarithmic valuu or equivalent strain
and deviato ric stress gave coefficients of A=1.4x10- 4 and 0=1.73 (Figure 4.2·1). T Ilt!
relatively low creep exponent observed during the present stu dy may be explained
in consideration of the underlying essumptlons. Typ ically the det ermination of t he
power index is from long term creep measurements conducted over several minutes
to hours, whereas in the present study, the st reaa pulse was applied for only 20
seconds. Also, due to the short time interval, t he separat ion of transient and viscous
response is complicated realizing that t he elastic plus delayed clast ic st rain is atlca.<;l
on the order of 40% of t he tota l deformat ion. The ta cit aasumpt lon made here was
th at the overall creep response could be appropriately de,.;:ribcd by a power law
equation repre senting an effective viscous element. The influence o( the delayed
elastic component t ends to 'soften' the overall response, particularly at lower st ress
levels, which is reflected in the ex ponent , n. In effect, t he compliance or the two creep
terms is averaged and the viscosity of the Kelvin unit dominates t he et rain response.
However, i£ one considers the behaviour at deviet ceic stress levels greater t han 1.0
MPa, th e observed tendency for the dominating viscous behaviour is character ized
by an increased exponen t. Consequently, disregarding the lower str ess values [l.e.
< 1.0 MPa) , a fit of A= 8xlO- ' and n=2.34 - this is illustrated in Figure 4.24. The
derived power-lew relationships for equivalent strain -rate are shown in Figure 1.2.'j .
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Th e trend DCnon-linear ity independent of confinement is quite promising wit h rc-
spcct to u tility and simplicity for implementat ion into finite element routines ; see
for example Jordaan cl al. (1990b) or Xiao (1991). Although the s-imples hare
not yet fully recovered the t ransient stage , ap proximately 60% of the tota l st rain is
permanent creep for the higher app lied devia tors. Since for short time intervals and
rap id loadi ng the viscous d ement essoda ted with delayed elastlcl ty carries meet of
the load in the Kelvin unit , the recoverable strai n could be mode lled as a dashpot
un it with reduced viscosity. Thu s, numer ic computat ions in mat hmatic al mod els
such as F EM could be simplified - Jcrdean ct al., (1991b). In the development
o( a user defined mate rial specificati on for the finite element program ABAQUS,
McKenna et al. (1990) yielded ail empirica l function to describe the multiaxl al
st rain behaviour of ice based on the results of Dorris (1991). T he equ ation related
t he ratio of volumetr ic to equivalent str aln- rat e with th e ratio of volume tric to von
MiSCll st ress and was expressed as,
i. [ "JI = 0.2Sczp 1.5$ ,
where i" is the volumetri c st ra in-rate ,
e is the equivalent st rain-rate,
(Tv is the volumetric st ress and
S is the von Mises str ess.
(404)
Dl\ta used for the relationship were calculated from the pla teau section of tile:sl tt'ss,
st rain curve where th e volumet ric strain and axial stress had st abilized to nominally
constant values. The empirical equat ion [Eq. ·1.·1)used to fit the da ta of Dorris
(1991) and experimen ta l results {tom t he present tcst setit'!!are illll5triltetl in Figurt'
4.26.
Lower stress ratios indicate a larger applied dcvlatc rie st ress for a given confining
pressure , whereas lower strain- rate rati os represe nt creep dominan ted Jd nrnmt itJlI.
The folding of the da ta point s, in the present study, with increasing str~s ral io
arises from the independence of dilatational strain rate wit h bydrostatlc confiuemeut
which effectively horizonta lly expands the data. Analysis based on volumetr ic aur]
shea r ratios may not be app ropria te when the ice is substan tia lly damaged. Tl dll
is evident from the present tesll'Cliults where dilata tion is independent of the tneau
stress. Allhough noting the limited data set available, the disparit y indica tes tllI\t
the deformation al response may be linked to etrcee-path history, as well as, current
damage state and stre ss. For example . if the material state is initially within till'
regime of Dorris' data , then subject to a drop in confining pressure concurrent willI
a damagin g path and then subsequently loaded under hydroslll.lic confinement, 11 11~
deformational behaviour may exhibit characteristics observed in the present tl.'!It
series. Furthermore. Equati on 4.4 could beonly valid for cases were the re i~ a low
level of da.~~e in the material.
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4.2 R ela t ion t o Observed Field Events
The considera ble enhancement of creep st rain and non-lincarjty of vclumet ric and
shear de formation rates exhibi ted by the pre-damaged ice samples, illul'pt'1l11l'lll of
the confining pressure studied . has significant implica tions when coneldering full.
scale interaction events. Medium-scale indentatio n tests; such a., Hobson's Clluin'
Ice Island (1989,1990), showed tha~ peak local pressures att ained magnitudes 111' tu
70 MPa. with steep gradients across load cells (Frederking cl ai., 1990), Intuitively,
the present experimenta l results indicate th at it is possihle to have significant defer.
mation in regions of moderate confinement during full-scale interactions where ti le
deviatoric stresses and damage levels are expected to be much greater,
Figure 4,27 schematically illustra tes a hypothesized failure process involved duriug
penetration or an ice feat ure by a spherical indentor; much like t he field program
at Pond Inlet (1984). During fast crushing and clearing events, the progressicu of
da mage is considered to begin near t he free edges of contact , possibly coupled hy
spalling events, with the pulverization front moving rapidly inward, The spatia l
distribution of t hese 'critica l' zones ami crushed regions fluctuate in t ime, whiclr
could be represented &II a random process, are considered to be responsib le Ioe the
dynamic activity associated with ice crushing. These mechanisms would also opur-
ate for ot her interaction geometries, such as those investigated during the Hobson's
Choice lee Island indentat ion tests (Figures 2.14-2 .15; Frcderking et a], (1990)). III
general, {or a predominan tly crushing mode of failure, the overall picture is an icc
feature with varied spat ial an d temporal dist ribut ion of critica l zones which are a
function of the s tr~s·path , damage state, volumetric strcss and deviat oric stress.
Density meesuremeen reported by ~feaney et el. (1991), load-time histories and
video rcm rdinl or the Cailure surface durir'l indentation support this chare ctcriae-
tlcn ,
Th ese critical zones, typically associated with areas or moderate to high confinement .
are seen all the key to dynamic fluctuations in load and local peak pressures exerted
during ice-structure interact ion events. The intense creep response observed during
the present laboratory investigations can be also infer red from thin sections taken
Cram Hobson's Choice (1990) medium scale indentat ion tests; see also Meaney et al.
(1991). Ice cores were removed, from the same horizontal plane. of test face TF F·OI,
with a late ral center -to-center spacing of approximately 100 mm. Th in sections oC
each core are shown in Fi&\lre4.28. T he numbers in millirm:tres represent the dept h
away Irom the lee-st ructure interface.
The 'contact' zone reveal, tha t the level ofdamage is si~ificant near the ice-indentor
interface and decreases in severity away from the failure surface. T he crus hing has
crea ted pockets or a finer «rained mat rix on the order of a millimetre; in comparison
with the parent struct ure of 5-10 mm. Apart Irom the degree oCpulverizat ion, this
fea ture is not too dissimilAr from the grinding action evident in Figure 3.8. Th us,
t he 'contact' zone should not be considered intact or characteris tic of the pare nt
st ructure. In contrQ.St,Cor the crushed zone there exists & dist inct boundary or
demarcation separating the pulverized mater ial and the relati vely undama ged region
behind the layer. Alth ough the crushed layer has undergone significant damage, th e
ice is still competent a.sa material. Thi s wu evident from uniaxial rompr essive tests
su
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of recovered ice cores from the crushed layeI; see Kenny et al. (1991). T he congeale d
nature of the material within the crushed laye r could be re late d to a pressure meltin g
or a sinteriog mech anism, which can be viCWN as a reve rse of th e da maging pro cess.
On closer inspection , Figure 4.28 illustrate s the regional distribution of datll< lgc
sh1e. FOI the region behind the crushed layer (Figure 4.28 (b») there is a lower
degree of damage, at the same depth from the ice-indentor interface, t han that far
the ice located in the 'contact' zone. From this evidence, one can hypothesize th at
the considerable creep enhancement observed during th e labora tory test progra m
can also be seen during large scale events . That is, the c rushed laye r appears to act
as a buffer zone for the mechanical energy where the deformation is concentrated ,
and intense creep limi h the damage experienced by the icc mass behind the crushed
layer throuSl.tenergy dissipat ion. Although the ice cores wereremoved from the lCllt
face with in relative proximity (100 mm), the thin sections suggest fundamentally
different deformatio nal processes. Respect ively, these mechanisms, appear to be
related to a fracture controlled or damaging crite rion and crack-enhanced creep
process.
The regions generally associated with relat ively lower damage levels arc considered
to be criti cal zones or 'hot spots ' which activ ely fluctuate in position within the
failure zone. This was supported by evidence from the pressure trans ducers, load
cells and video recording of the Iailure surface during indentation . Similar contact
phenomena Were evident during test s conducted by Geoteeh where crushed ice wa.~
compressed between two flat plates over a range or diaplecemcnt rates (Finn ct al.
(1989» and crushing teste reported by Franssen et 11.1. (1991) and Joensuu and Riska
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(1988). Also, Kenn edy (1990) performed 'ucrem eutal extrusio n analysis of a crushed
layer, with uniformly varying and irregular layer thicknesses , aimed at simulating
ice-st ruct ure Interactions. The analy sis revealed th at peak pressures were associated
with zones where the crushed ice layer was thin. However dur ing indentation tests
at Hobson 's Choice Ice Island in 1990, superimposing the final recorded pressures
on the failure surface of test faces showed that the peak local pressures were not
exclusively associat ed wit h the ' crit ical' zones. Nevert heless, the steep pressu re
gr&dicnts eviden t across the contac t face , which can be related to shear , could govern
the stochastic evolu tion of crit ical zones which results in aignifica.nt damage, intense
accelerated creep ILnd ra pid clearing or crush ed material. Th us, it is conceivable
that the significantly enh an ced non-linear deformati on, observed in the present test
series, could operate at full -scale. Pr esently the key area for future research is the
development of rea listic ice-load madera based on knowledge from field events , bot h
medium- and lull-scale as well as controlled laborator y t.estll.
4.2 .1 Modelling Mechanical Behaviour: Preliminary
Analysis
From an engineering viewpoint, t here is a variety of philosophies which. can be
employed in describing t he material behaviour ol icc; th ese can range from empirica l
models to theoreti cal ana lysis. There are inherent ad vantages lor each methodology
with respect to sim plicity, practicality and utility.
Empirical meth ods can be quite useful over the rang e of parameters investigated
but the governing equatio ns are limit ed to th e available dat abase and extr apolation
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is highly speculative . An example of this, in ice mechanics, is t he well known
equation for ice indentation developed by Korshevin. The equation ut ilizes empirical
contact ccefficiente and reas onabl y predi cts small-scale interadioll9 [e.g. impacts
with brid ge piers) but the limits of application are evident when analyzing full-scale
events where the ice forces are considerably overestimated. The main drawhack
with empirical methods is that there is limited analysis of the physics involved aml
thus the restricted scope of application . At the othe r extreme , meteria l behaviour
modelled by formalizing a hypothesis into a general theo ry or mate rial behaviou r
which can be ext remely powerful in terms of app licat ion [e.g. theory of elasticily)
but may be particularly cumbersome or require rigorous analysis.
The complexity of ice-structure interaction events paints to numerical methods,
such as finite element and probab ilistic an alysis for solving engineering design prob-
lems. Although assump tions a.nd idealizations are required, it is t he generality in
application which makes finite element modelling of ice-st ruct ure interaction events
so appealing. Damage mechanics recognize the changing st ructure of the ice as a re-
sult of the stress and strain history and corresponding changes in t he deformatio nal
behaviour.
There have been a number o( proposed models to describe the compressive defor-
mation in ice, see for exam ple Ka.rr (1985), Jordaan and McKenna (1991b) and
Scbapery (1991). These models have been typically founded on theories of ccntln-
uum damAge mechanics and viscoela.9 ticit y. The models attemp t to describe the
str uctur al degradation in th e materiel which results in a loss of deformational resis-
tance. In the development of damage models there are two key pa r&meters which
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must be defined ; namely, the cause of dam age in the ma terial [e.g. crack density)
and the measures of effect on the overall mechenicel behaviour (e.g. cbang e in clas-
t ic modulus) . Ty pically the accumulation of dama ge is incorporated into the model
through some damage evolut ion law. Since the precess Wall generall y associated
with the formati on of microcracks, initial attem pts to define a prima ry descriptor of
damage were developed based on the rate theory of fracture (McKen na et el., 1989)
and the following expression was proposed ,
N= N.[(8 - _,)/_.1",
where N is the ra te of crack nuclea tion,
N"is the ra te constant,
S is the von Mises stress (MPa),
(Ie is the critical stres s for cr ack nucleation (MPa),
(1 " is the nor malisi ng stress (MPa) , and
m is a constant.
(4.5)
This was developed in light of work conducted by Budiansky and O'Connel (1976),
where an isotrop ic damage parameter was found to be dependent upon the volu-
metri c crack density and average crack size. Small-scale experiments have shown
tha.t crack density ml\Ynot be an ideal or adequate descriptor when the mater ial be-
comes significantly da~aged. This can be appreciated by lookingback at Figure 3.8
where considerable pockets of fine-grained material are mterdispersed throughthout
the cracked matrix. A series of uniaxial compressive tes ts , conducted by the aut hor
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at Memorial, supported this observation through thin sect ion analy sis. Individual
samples were defonned , under a consta nt strain -rate of 10- 4,_1,to 3. preset strain
level (0.000.5, 0.001, 0.002, 0.005. 0.01, 0.02), after which the specimen wassectioned
and analysed for crack characterizat ion. Similar to observa tions by Cole (1991) and
KaliCaet al. (1989) the cracks were predominantly aligne d in th e direction of the
compressive axis and that the maximum rate of microcraddng occurred around peak
stress . For an axialslrain of 0.02 there was evidence of fine intcrgranular particles.
The presence of these pertlc lea, commonly observed during high strain- rate com-
pression tes ts, within the developed shearband, indicates a grinding process and
represents another form of damage. The crushed materia l generated at the contact
zone, evident during medium-scale indentation tests, hall varied ph Y1l ical character-
istics throughout the zone in which the accumulated damage cannot be described
only in terII15or microcreck density - discussed in the rollowing section. Thus, the
definition or an appropriate parameter needs to be furthe r addressed.
Indeed excellent work conducted by Schll.pery (199l) conside rs the st rcss palh in
the formulation or a damage measure for a consti tut ive model describing viscoelastic
ddormll.tion. In the model, a parameter S" accounts for t he accumulation of damage
in the material which i. defined as,
(4.6)
where u is the applied stress (MPa),
Uti is a stress consta nt (MPa) ,
q is the stress exponent .
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Having Iormelieed a des criptor on the nature and degree of damage, the influence or
effed of that damage on the overall st ress-stra in response of t he material needs to
be addressed. One such possible measure could be the change in the elastic modulus
defined as,
(4.7)
where E is the damaged modulu s (MPa),
E. is the initial modulus of intact material (MPa),
A is the damage parameter.
The parameter >. is bounded by 0 S >. ::;1, where 0 represents no damage and 1
is total loss of elastic stiffness. This simple approach to damage mechanicsdoes
not take into account the creep properties of ice, inherent strain-rate dependen ce or
the possibility of frictional work across crack surfac es. Investigations by Weertm an
(1969), on non-interacting cracks, found that for higher crack densi ties the cre ep rat e
wasproportional to 0'''. Jordeen and McKenna (1991b)suggest that an exponential
form mi!ht be worth exploring, such as
(4.8)
10·\
where i. is the strain-rate (S-I ),
lo is the reference atraln-rate for intact ice (5- 1),
fJ is 4 constant enhancement parameter, and
N is crack density (# cracks).
Similarly Schapery (1991) incorporates the effects of damage through a function
9(0'), which is determined experimentally. In the model pre-posed by Jordaan and
McKenna (199Ib), a Burger s rhoological model is used to describe the ddo rmation
of intact icewhere the enhanced deformation due to damage, in the lIookean springs
and non-linear dashpots, is incorporated through a creep enhancement parameter
(,8). The ezp(pN) term is similar to the 9(0') parameter as defined by Schapery
(1991).
Although further experiments need to be conducted to develop calibrated.damage
effect parameter, as a function of damage stat e and stress history, t he numerical
technique provides an elegant , yet rigorous treatment of the progressive damaging
process in ice. Presumably, a family of non-lineae curves, simila r to those presented
in Figures 4.21-4.22 would exist, for various damage lind etreee states, where the
response could be represented by some functions of the form,
(l.9)
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From the preterit lest. aeries 9(0') Yo dependent. upon the damage stAle and devi-
Alaric slress, although frictio n across uack (&eel and pressure melting may play
.. great er role at higher volumetric st resses. Th e alibral ion of the function g(O' )
could beconducted following Schapery (1991) o r through empirical fits [i.e. power
law. e xponent ial Corm) ollhe rheological elements. Through this philosophy, Cutu re
work should concent rate on identifying the critical. pa ramet ers which clla r&Cter ize
the progressive damaging ploceS! and creep enhancement under multiaxial stress
states. Thus working towards the ult imate goal of developing a realistic lee-lead
constitutive mode l applicab le (or a numb er of de sign IcenariOt.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and
Recommendations
lee-structure interaction events are extr emely complex processes not only with re-
spect t o the failure mechanism s involved but also the materia l behaviou r of icc .
Conseque ntly, the development. of an ice- load model, ap plicable fo r a range of Inter-
action ecenerioa, n~sitates t.he utilizat ion of numerical method s and probabilisti c
analysis in design metho dologies. Field observations a nd medium-scale indent atio n
tt'!lts ha ve provided invaluable information rega rding th e dynamics or the icc crush-
ing pro cess, spat ial and tempora l dist ribution of local peak press ures, a.9 well a.'l
characteriZ3.tion of the Cailure zone. T he key now is the parallel develop ment of
experi mental progrll.In5 which facilitate the formulation of e real ist te predict ive icc-
load model. Th e methods have intrinsic ad vantag es and, more impCl rtantl y, neither
are followed to the exclusion orth e othe r .
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The 'critical' zones generated during ice crushing events are generally associated
w ith regions of moderate confinement and considered to be the seat of ice-induced
vib rations, key in the magnit udesa nd distrib ut ionof local peak pressures, 8.'1 well as
t he focal po int where zcnes of lower pre ssure cru shed material an d epel l areas wou ld
be developed. The aim of the present test series was to investigate the influence
of damage on the deformation al respon se of ice subject to hydrostat ic stress state.
General conclusions based on the ex pe riment al result s detailed in this wor k m ay be
summarized all follows:
1. The ra te and mag nitude of creep stra in. both axia l and la teral, is significantly
enhanced due to the presence of microcracks (l.e. damage) independent of
confinement (0-20 MPa).
2. The deformational response of pre-dama ged ice was dominated at higher ap-
plied stress levels by viscous creep. Thi s points to possible simplification of
the ge neralized visco-elastic m od e}for ice.
3 . Equivalent shear str ains and vol umetric strains exhibited non-linear behavio ur
with devietor ic stress due to d a mage and was independent of confinement (0-
20 MP. ).
4. Results (rom the present experi mental program have significant implications
when considering full-scale events where it is possible to have significantly
enha nced deformation due to damage under coufinement at 'cri tical ' zones .
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In closing, further work should be conduct ed to be tter understa nd t he influen ce of
th e damagin!! pr oceu on t he defo r mational behaviour or ice subjec t to muhialtia.l
st ress It a te. Specifically, t he interrel&lion.hip bdween 104d.history, va,i.lblc d a mA!!C
st ate an d stress path needs to be add ressed; (e.!!. proport ional loAdi ng) .
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